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Figure I. Summary of MovieLights.

This supplemental material presents more details of our
proposed CLC. Appendix I describes the Multi-modality
Sample Cleaning. Appendix II lists some visualization ex-
amples and qualitative results in MoiveLights. Finally, we
present the broader impact in Appendix III.

I. Multi-modality Sample Cleaning
The detailed procedure of our MMC is presented in Al-

gorithm 1. The MMC module contains three branches, i.e.,
multi-modal branch GMM , visual branch GUMv , and au-
dio branch GUMa . First, all instances in the two uni-modal
branches are fed into the network to obtain the uni-modal
losses, i.e., LUMv and LUMa . Next, we select a propor-
tion of instances Nv and Na that have small training losses
in each branch independently. The number of instances is
controlled by τ . Then, we combine the selected samples
Nv and Na and take them as clean samples to train the
multi-modal branch. Assume that the multi-modal loss is
denoted as LMM . Finally, we aggregate all the losses in
three branches to update the network parameters. Through
joint optimization, the multi-modal branch progressively at-
tains more trustable labels that make learning more robust.

II. Visualization
As shown in Fig. I, we present a summary to intro-

duce our MovieLights. Fig. II presents the badcase on
MovieLights. It incorrectly localized a highlight moment
where one of the annotators regards it as a highlight and
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the other doesn’t. Since the subjectivity of the highlight de-
tection, some highlights moment we detect maybe attract
only a part of the audience. It reflects the challenge of
video highlight detection, and we hope to find better so-
lutions in future work. As seen in Fig. III, the predicted
scores detected by CLC and UMT [1] are shown by lines.
The results show that in different highlightness clips, the
prediction score of UMT [1] has a slight change, while the
highlight moments and background scenes can be well dis-
tinguished by our CLC. It indicates that our CLC is better at
understanding movies and is more discriminative for high-
lights.

III. Broader Impact

With the growing number of new publications of movies
and the rapid rise of short videos, it is necessary to train au-
tomatic movie highlight detection algorithms. This work
provides a scene-aware paradigm to learn highlight mo-
ments in movies without any manual annotation. Besides,
our introduce a framework named Collaborative noisy La-
bel Cleaner (CLC) to learn from these pseudo noisy labels.
Finally, the collected dataset MovieLights could foster the
further study of movie analysis. The potential negative im-
pact lies in that this dataset may be abused and may cause
copyright issues. Hence, to avoid privacy and copyright
issues, trailers and movies will be released in the form of
extracted features in visual and audio modalities. If actual
business data needs to be applied, it should be regulated and
consented to by media providers.



Algorithm 1: Multi-modality Sample Cleaning

Input: Training dataset D, a multi-modal branch GMM , two uni-modal branch GUMv and GUMa , clean sample
proportion τ ∈ [0, 1], iteration Imax, epoch Emax

Output: Updated branch GMM , GUMv and GUMa

for E = 1, 2, ..., Emax do
for I = 1, 2, ..., Imax do

Sample a mini-batch N from the dataset D
Calculate LUMv and LUMa using the training samples N , respectively.
Filter the noisy labels in each modality
Na = argminÑa:|Ña|≥τ |N | L

UMa (N)

Nv = argminÑv:|Ñv|≥τ |N | L
UMv (N)

N ′=Nv
⋃
Na

Calculate LMM using the training samples N ′

Update GMM by LMM

Update GUMa by LUMa

Update GUMv by LUMv

end
end
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Figure II. Badcase on MoiveLights
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Figure III. Qualitative results. Prediction curve on MoivieLights detected by CLC and UMT.
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